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Abstract—The devices most often used for IT services are 
changing from PCs and laptops to smartphones and tablets.
These devices need to be small for increased portability. These 
technologies are convenient, but as the devices start to contain 
increasing amounts of important personal information, better 
security is required. Security systems are rapidly being 
developed, as well as solutions such as remote control systems.
However, even with these solutions, major problems could still 
result after a mobile device is lost. In this thesis, we present our 
upgraded Lock Screen system, which is able to support 
authentication for the user’s convenience and provide a good 
security system for smartphones. We also suggest an upgraded 
authentication system for Android smartphones.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The number of smartphone users is rapidly increasing 
worldwide, especially the number of Android OS users.
Because of this phenomenon, Home Launcher was 
developed to support user convenience. Users can download 
Home Launchers from the Android Market; the most 
commonly used ones are ADW Launcher, Launcher Pro, and 
GO Launcher. These systems provide convenience but not 
good security. The Home Launchers currently on the market 
do not use authentication methods as in Android OS and as 
developed by smartphone companies. Accordingly, Home 
Launchers need to have authentication methods to provide 
better security and convenience [1, 2, 3]. In this thesis, we 
will analyze the problems with the current Home Launchers’ 
Lock Screens and suggest an upgraded authentication system 
for Android smartphones. 

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we will discuss the security requirements 
and authentication scheme of the Android smartphone. 

A. Security requirements for the Android smartphone 
� Openness: An application programming interface 

(API) for system resources for smartphone 
applications is provided through the use of a 
software development kit (SDK). An external 
interface to a variety of smartphone applications and 
to support various network services is provided 
inside the API; this provides a convenient 
development environment. On the security side, 
having a variety of external interfaces provides a 
variety of malicious code propagation paths and the 
code secreted by the developer to facilitate the 
creation of mobile applications will leave the 
internal interface vulnerable to malicious code [4,5]. 

� Portability: If you lose your feature phone, you 
might lose your phone number, memos, or small- 
sized pictures. However, if you lose your 
smartphone, there can be outflows of personal and 
business information, such as internet banking 
information, internet search information, schedules,
and business documents. This could prove disastrous 
[4,5]. 

� Low efficiency: Smartphones are characterized by 
low efficiency and low power compared to Personal 
Computers (PC). In the current PC environment, 
there is continuous monitoring to detect and respond 
to security threats and malicious code. However, the 
power and performance of smartphones do not 
support the application of security software [4,5]. 
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B. Authentication schemes for the Android smartphone 
� Slide Lock: This is a Lock Screen provided by

Android and IOS and it is a “touch–horizontal slide”
form of screen. It does not serve as a security system 
and necessitates extra security applications [6].

� Glass Lock: This is a Lock Screen based on the 
Android OS and is provided on Samsung devices. It
works the same as a Slide Lock can be dragged in all 
directions. It is like putting a glass on the screen.

� Keypad Lock: This scheme requires a four-digit  
password, so it provides key space from 0 to 9999. 
Repetitive input touching of the smartphone is 
required, presenting an inconvenience factor [6]. 

� Pattern Lock: This is well matched with the user 
interface. There are nine dots on the screen, each of 
which can be touched and dragged one dot at a time 
(redundancy input is not available) to make a 
password. Accordingly, it provides approximately 
one million (= 9P4 + 9P5 + 9P6 + 9P7 + 9P8 + 9!) of 
key space. It reduces repetitive touching and 
provides for easy dragging. However, if users enter 
an easy pattern for convenience, there is weak 
security power; if users enter a more complicated 
pattern, the scheme will not be comfortable to use 
[6]. 

� Finger Scan: Atrix smartphone, made by Motorola, 
supplies a finger scanning system, which provides 
both good convenience and good security without 
touch-dragging. Overlapping processes on the screen 
and low speed are the main problems in this system 
[7]. 

Figure 1. Slide Lock                      Figure 2. Pattern Lock 

III. IMPROVED AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM FOR ANDROID 
SMARTPHONES

A. Basic principle of motion 
In this thesis, we will use Lock Screen and Home 

Launcher systems. Current Lock Screens based on touch 
consist of “simple password-unlock” systems and are 

connected with the home screen. However, we can input 
touch sensors, gravity sensors, and approach sensors to our 
system, as in a “multiple password-unlock” system to restrict 
the phone’s function. Mode is divided into two parts: User 
mode and Guest mode. In User mode, we can do everything 
with our mobile phone, but in Guest mode, we can only do
the operations that are authorized by the User. When this 
authentication system is connected with Home Launcher, it 
provides both convenience and privacy. 

Figure 3. Lock Screen

This Lock Screen is shown in Figure 3. Redundancy 
input (re-touching the circle) is allowed and when the circle 
is touched more than once, it changes color (maximum of 
seven times) so that the user can identify the correct input. In 
our demonstration video, we allowed 20 inputs and were 
able to make over one quadrillion passwords. In the Home 
Launcher, the Guest mode can be entered by shaking the 
mobile phone. In the Guest mode, there are a limited number 
of apps allowed along with the Dockbar, in which we cannot 
use the Appdrawer button; we can only use the buttons that 
are freed by the user’s setting.

B. How the improved authentication system for Android 
smartphones works 

Step 1. The Lock Screen consists of activities, so it is 
included in the Home Launcher application package. 
The Screen receives the “On/Off Broadcast 
Receiver” so it is processed with Intent from 
Screen-On, activating the Lock Screen Activity. 

Step 2. The Lock Screen Activity consists of Password 
settings and, to unlock the screen, a password must 
first be entered. After setting the password, two 
options are available: a user can either enter the 
password or shake the mobile phone. The User 
mode can be entered by entering the password; the 
Guest mode can be entered by using the 
acceleration sensor (shaking). 
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Step 3. Binding the Home key is different in Guest mode 
than it is in User mode. If the Home key button is 
entered in the Lock Screen, the Guest mode is 
automatically entered and the user can only use a 
few allowable applications. 

Step 4. In the Home Launcher application, there are five 
slides and declared icons with widgets. The user can 
make widgets, icons, folders, and setting slides 
through various kinds of touches (touch, long-click, 
drag, home button, and menu button). If there are 
any changes or User/Guest processes, Home 
Launcher re-organizes the view. 

C. Compare with current LockScreen 

The way 
of input Convenience Security Note

Slide 
Lock Good No There’s no function given by 

password.
Glass 
Lock Good No There’s no function given by 

password.

Keypad 
Lock Bad Normal Inconvenience because 

repeated touching is required.
Pattern 
Lock Normal Normal A keyspace lower than

keypad lock.
Finger 
Scan Bad Good Problem with low speed of 

realization.
The way 
how to 
restrict

Good Good
It provides upgraded 
convenience and security  
and it allows multi-inputting.

TABLE I. COMPARE WITH CURRENT LOCKSCREEN

� Security: The security power depends upon the size 
of the key space; the bigger the key space, the more 
difficult is a brute force attack. Comparing our 
system to the Pattern Lock and number password 
systems, the Pattern Lock has about one million key 
spaces, the number password system has about 
10,000 key spaces, and our Lock Screen system has 
about ten million (6^9 = 10077696) key spaces. It 
can also be made larger by increasing the number of 
repetitive touches. 

Figure 4. Authentication System Workflow
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� Convenience: To control the uses, besides entering 
the password, the acceleration sensor (shaking the 
mobile phone) can be used. Touching is not required. 

IV. CONCLUSION

In this thesis, we analyzed the problems in current Home 
Launchers’ Lock Screens and suggested improving the 
authentication systems for Android smartphones. By 
dividing the mode of entry into the authentication system, we 
improved the user’s convenience and security power.
Android is being installed in tablets and many other IT 
devices that require good security systems. The use of our 
improved authentication system ensures protection of
personal information. 
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